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VINIFICATION | Sorting was done by hand and then the juice was extracted 

by barefoot stomping of the whole bunches in bins.  After fermentation the grapes 

were forti�ed on the skins with �ve-year-old brandy spir its and then pressed in a 

vertical basket press.  One of the most important aspects in the production of a 

forti�ed wine is to pick the grapes at the perfect moment and not over-r ipe, as the 

retention of natural acidity is cr itical.  The balance between the natural sugar 

retained, the tannin extraction and the �nal potential alcohol level post-forti�cation 

is a mystical equation and if met, it simply produces one of the greatest expressions 

in the world of wine.

AGEING | Aged for 12 year in Old Portugese Pipes.

NOTES | The 2008 Cape Tawny Forti�ed had the bene�t of input from a family 

with a history in the making of port:  the Niepoort Family has been producing 

forti�ed wines for a couple of centuries now and their understanding of these wines 

is profound.  It has been a great process of discovery to make this wine together 

with them.  

This release is a limited production and therefore highly collectable, but more 

important than that: it was made and bottled to be enjoyed and to be shared with 

fr iends.  We opted for 375ml bottles to enable you to share more easily….
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Yield                         15 - 25hl/ha

Alcohol          20.3%

Residual Sugar        85g/Litre

pH             3.6

Total Acidity                     5.2g/Litre

Total Sulphites                    38mg/Litre

Location  
Wine of Origin Swartland

 Grapes 
Tinta Barocca, Grenache, 
Carignan & Pinotage

Age
12 years

Soils 
Decomposed Granite
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